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Curated By John Silvis.

As a life-long contributor to the art world, I recently found myself asking what it is that we expect from art when 
we are looking at it. Is it the anticipation of a new insight, momentary elan, or a transformational experience from 
an exhibition that compels us? Or is it a specific work that will captivate us or trigger us phenomenologically? 
Applying this inquiry on a broader social scale begs the question of what the core motivation of the cultural 
enterprise is and how we are enriched by images, music, film or choreography? For some, art might be solely a 
form of entertainment, for others art is a channel to experience the divine, and has the capacity to tap into an 
emotional reality that can be drowned out by the veneers of everyday life, offering itself as a conduit to the unseen 
realms that become visible. 

The exhibition You Can Tell Me, at Cuturi Gallery, Singapore, features two painters, Marla Bendini (b. 1986, 
Singapore) and Victoria Cantons (b. 1969, UK), who both deliver on these cultural aspirations by presenting 
deeply personal and relevant artworks that move the needle forward regarding the conversation around gender. 
Although each artist is operating in their own unique cultural arena, they are symbiotically engaging with the 
historicity of the female gaze in painting. For millennia the female body has been the object of consumption in 
art and literature, a malleable subject seen mostly through an almost exclusively masculine lens. Profound discus-
sions within the intellectual discourse surrounding the power of the female psyche have transformed societal 
norms on a global scale. However, achieving this equilibrium in the art world is far from accomplished; and there 
is still much work to be done in expanding the embrace of gender identity as spectral reality in contemporary art. 

Positioning Cantons and Bendini in the current feminist discourse expands the commentary on the urgency of 
critical feminist theory to include women of diverse racial, cultural and sexual backgrounds. The term intersection-
ality has been used in reference to overlooked corners of society, and cutting edge theorists, such as Paul Precia-
do, envision an evolution of society that will champion a non-binary gender regime. The term transgender has 
historically referred to people who defy prescribed societal frameworks regarding gender. And yet, as we open up 
our understanding of gender in all its forms, the term will hopefully represent an immensely inclusive ecosystem 
that nurtures all of its participants.



Cantons’ practice is emblematic of the London art scene that has for several decades been at the forefront of 
pushing social boundaries. She is building on a formidable legacy of painters, such as Jenny Saville and Lucien 
Freud, who have used the figure as a powerful site for communication; and her work is able to access both the 
poetic and cerebral side of embodied presence. She states that: “When I look around me, I don’t hear someone 
else voicing want I need to hear,” and under this mantra creates with a clear and unique vision as a figurative 
painter. Observing her trajectory in painting, the recent work directly interfaces with the global conversation 
surrounding new ways of approaching the figure in painting. The through line of her practice is the struggle, in 
her own words, of a woman with a transgender history. In her work, Le Visage de L'amour or The Maze, 2021, we 
see two female figures captured in a moment of quiet intimacy as they stand in front of a floral painting. The word 
captured seems like an apt way to talk about many of her compositions, as she works with photographs to arrest 
certain details of larger scenes. The wall paper has a maze pattern, suggesting that there is some form of negotia-
tion that is simultaneously happening in this quiet moment and metaphysically. There is an undefined hand 
emerging from the left side of the frame which can be read as coming or going from the event, there is a sense 
of the embodiment of gender as transitional reality, rather than a static resting point; there is a wonderment of the 
body that is appreciated in its totality. 

The seriousness of her work is rooted in her voracious knowledge of literature and art history,  encapsulated within 
the large tableaus that imply a complex progressive narrative. We see this play out between multiple figures, 
which are rendered as strong forms and exude an emotional weight with their presence. Canton refers to the three 
smaller works in the exhibition as soft armor paintings. The expected paradigm of a portrait is upended by 
covering the entire head and bust with fabric, obliterating a view of the person. It introduces the notion that the 
body is simultaneously strong and malleable, and can easily be veiled by didactic cultural coverings. The 
cinematic qualities in her work tease out a world in which the feminine is heroic, beyond subjugation, and free to 
evolve as she needs. There is a forward motion and poetry in the way she paints her figures that is laden with 
exhilarating and inspiring energy, an emancipated ethos enacted through transition. 



This journey of liberation is mirrored in the works of Singapore artist Marla Bendini. The viewer is invited to 
engage with Bendini’s figures that are in constant flux, revealing layers of exuberant transformation that define 
new spaces of power within the feminine soul. Bendini’s painterliness evokes tenderness that softens the 
intensity of the intimate struggle. There is a felt desire for transparency, both conceptually and emotionally. In 
her own words, she has described her process this way: “The Universe has stripped me of everything I knew, 
made me learn how to be silent, how to let go, how to move on, how to stand my ground, how to be more 
understanding, how to fight, how to survive, how to be more assertive, more loving, less naive.” 

A poignant painting by Bendini hanging in the center of the first gallery, Pillow Talk / It Is Safe to Look Within, 
2021, exemplifies the emotional depth in her most recent series of paintings. The dreamlike scenario pictures 
a seated female figure intertwined with a second undefined protagonist, who are flanked by two cosmic cats 
that appear to be very comfortable in their surroundings. The dominant red and black tones of the paint elicit 
a visceral intensity that can be uncomfortable. However it proves to be rewarding for those willing to enter into 
this private space. The emotional depth of her practice separates Bendini from her more obtuse contemporary 
peers and the beauty of her oeuvre exists in the spaces between fantasy and reality, mystery and definition. The 
approach she takes to painting is an act of invitation to consider the meandering path to wholeness and 
presence. 

In Bendini’s recent painting, My Sisters Have Taught Me And Reminded Me Of What I Already Know, 2021, 
we see that the struggle is richer when carried out in the company of others. The central, mysterious figure of 
this painting is surrounded by matriarchal bodies that seem to gently lecture and support the vulnerability of a 
younger soul. The monochromatic application of paint is evidence of this as a serious, metaphysical endeavor. 
We sense an empowering earnestness across much of the work, one that is completely absent of the cynicism 
that can exist within gender theory. In her work, we are presented with an incredibly generous vision of the 
beauty within the human spirit. In spite of a visible wrestling with self doubt, gender grids or imposed trauma, 
she emerges in celebration of a new identity that is free from any archetypal validation. In This Beloved Is A 
Spirit That Cannot Be Broken, 2021, the artist reveals her face to us as a gesture of openness, or of being 
content to engage with the world. Bendini’s vision of the future is one characterized by art that dares to plum 
the depths of human consciousness.

You Can Tell Me will be on view at Cuturi Gallery from 18 September to 3 October 2021. 

 

 

 











YOU CAN TELL ME: MARLA BENDINI

Pillowtalk / It Is Safe To Look Within, 2021
Oil on linen
190 x 170 cm



This Beloved Is A Spirit That Cannot
Be Broken, 2021
Oil on linen
122 x 91 cm

YOU CAN TELL ME: MARLA BENDINI



My Dark Mother, 2021
Oil and fabric on canvas
76 x 61 cm

YOU CAN TELL ME: MARLA BENDINI



The Pink Clouds Won’t Last Forever But You
Can Still Hold On To How It Feels, 2021
Oil on linen
140 x 110 cm

YOU CAN TELL ME: MARLA BENDINI



The Eyes Are The Nipples Of The Face, 2021
Oil and pastel on linen
122 x 122 cm

YOU CAN TELL ME: MARLA BENDINI



Goddess Amplified, 2021
Oil and acrylic on linen
150 x 120 cm

YOU CAN TELL ME: MARLA BENDINI



Stealth / Where Do Wounded Soldiers Go?, 2021
Oil and fabric on linen
122 x 122 cm

YOU CAN TELL ME: MARLA BENDINI



Transactional Patterns, 2021
Oil and rhinestone on linen
122 x 91 cm

YOU CAN TELL ME: MARLA BENDINI



My Sisters Have Always Taught And Reminded
Me What I Already Know, 2021
Oil on linen
122 x 182 cm

YOU CAN TELL ME: MARLA BENDINI



Where Do Prayers Go? / 
This Is Not The End, 2021
Oil and pastel on linen
122 x 91 cm

YOU CAN TELL ME: MARLA BENDINI



Le Visage De L’amour or The Maze, 2021
Oil on linen
170 x 140 cm

YOU CAN TELL ME: VICTORIA CANTONS



Don’t Be Afraid Of The Voice In
Your Head And Do Turn Your Face
Towards The Sun, 2021
Oil on linen
45 x 35 cm

YOU CAN TELL ME: VICTORIA CANTONS



Don’t Forget A Bad Memory But
Don’t Lose The Happiness Of The
Moment, 2021
Oil on linen
45 x 35 cm

YOU CAN TELL ME: VICTORIA CANTONS



Read The Rules Of Engagement 
And Don’t Start To Doubt Them, 2021
Oil on linen
45 x 35 cm

YOU CAN TELL ME: VICTORIA CANTONS



Sehnsucht, 2020
Oil on linen
36 x 28 cm

YOU CAN TELL ME: VICTORIA CANTONS



See Death, See Life, See Day
From Night, 2021
Oil on linen
35 x 30 cm

YOU CAN TELL ME: VICTORIA CANTONS



FEATURED NEWS ARTICLES

MARLA BENDINI
2021   Clifford Chance Virtual Pride Art Gallery Singapore.

           LUXUO INFLUENCERS: In Conversation With Artist Marla Bendini.

           Lifestyle Asia At Cuturi Gallery, Singapore’s Emerging Artists Share The Spotlight. 

           Time Out Singapore 21 Local Trailblazing Women and The Inspiring Stories They’ve Shared With Us.

           Female Magazine Singapore On Being Gentle To Oneself and Navigating Personal Growth.

2020   Time Out Singapore Raw Conversations With Marla Bendini, A Transgender Artist In Singapore.

         

VICTORIA CANTONS
2021   The Financial Times Six Artists Reshaping Our Way Of Seeing.

Click on titles for original news source.

  

          
        

https://www.cliffordchance.com/hubs/virtual-pride-art-2021/virtual-pride/virtual-pride-gallery/arcus-singapore.html
https://www.luxuo.com/culture/influencers-in-conversation-with-artist-marla-bendini.html
https://www.lifestyleasia.com/sg/culture/the-arts/cuturi-gallery-solo-exhibitions-emerging-singapore-artists/
https://www.timeout.com/singapore/things-to-do/21-local-trailblazing-women-and-the-inspiring-stories-theyve-shared-with-us
https://www.femalemag.com.sg/gallery/culture/marla-bendini-singapore-artist-paintings-transgender/
https://www.ft.com/content/5b3ccf57-d715-45aa-9880-b89a27720465
https://www.timeout.com/singapore/art/raw-conversations-with-marla-bendini


MARLA BENDINI
Born in 1986 in Singapore. 
Lives and works in Singapore.

Selected Exhibitions

2021   Clifford Chance Virtual Pride Art Gallery, Clifford Chance, Singapore.

           Influencers, Alliance Française, Singapore.

           ArtMoments Jakarta, Online Exhibition.

           TRANSCENDENTAL, Cuturi Gallery, Singapore.
           Fairy Conclave, Cuturi Gallery, Singapore.
2020   Back Room, Cuturi Gallery, Singapore.
           April Fools, Coda Culture, Singapore. 
2019   IMHO, Coda Culture, Singapore.  
2018   ArtScience Late: I'm willing, collaborated performance project, Art Science Museum, Singapore. 
2015   I’m Nervous, Grey Projects + 10th edition of IndigNation, Singapore. 
2013   No Approval, Grey Projects, Singapore. 
2012   transSport - Madrid + Singapore, Factoria de Arte Y Dasarrollo, Madrid.
           Goodman Arts Centre Gallery, Singapore.
           Handsome: IVSG, The Substation Gallery, Singapore.
           Portraits of Defacement, Your Mother Gallery, Singapore.
           Queer Creatures, Kulturhuset, Stockholm, Sweden.
           Image, Materiality and Space, Goodman Arts Centre, Singapore. 
2011   RETREATTACK, Dhalia Gallery, Singapore. 
2010   HIV: Show me the love, Chan Hampe Gallery, Singapore.
           Conversations between father and son, The Substation Gallery, Singapore .
2008   Marla., La Bamba, Pattaya, Thailand.



VICTORIA CANTONS
Born in 1969 in London, United Kingdom.
Lives and works in London. 

Selected Exhibitions

2021    Slade Summer Show 2021, Slade School of Fine Art, London. 
            My Love Is Your Love, Copeland Gallery, London.
            ANOTHER FIGURE, Silvis Contemporary, London. 
            TRANSCENDENTAL, Cuturi Gallery, Singapore.
            When Snowdrops Rise, MAPA Fine Art, The Hague.
            New Futures Digital: Slade, Kovet.art Gallery, London.
            Redirecting, Tree Art Museum, Beijing.    
2020    PAPA RAGAZZE, Nicodim Gallery, Los Angeles.
            The Tales We Tell Ourselves, Purslane Gallery, London/Online.
            A Rudimentary Education, Art Lacuna, London.
            LONDON GRADS NOW., Saatchi Gallery, London.
2019    Little Originals Exhibition, Dock Street Studios, Dundee.
            Annual Open Exhibition, The South West Academy of Fine and Applied Arts @ Exeter Castle, Devon.
            Beautiful China, Beautiful World: Golden Era of China-UK, China Pictorial & UK-China Photography 
            Association at Central Hall Westminster, London and Charing Cross Library, London.
            AIR Open, AIR Gallery, Manchester.
            RA Summer Show, Royal Academy, London.
2018    Turps Studio Painters, Paul Stolper, London.
            Set 24, The Art Academy, London
            CHAIN, The Library of China University of Mining & Technology, Beijing
            24th Edition of Artist Of The Day: Day Nine, Flowers Gallery, London
2017    Bring Me My Cloak, LVP House, London
            Glutted: 7 Artists 24 Hours, 392 Grove Green Road, London
            Landscapes of the Mind & Earth, Conference Centre, St Pancras Hospital, London
            Currents of Identity, The Crypt Gallery, St Pancras Church, London 
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